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3 Bedrooms | 1 Public Rooms | 3 Bathrooms

Located within the desirable Highstonehall development, this stunning,
high-end finished three bedroomed end terrace home built by Avant
Homes is in show home condition.

The Kaystone opens into a spacious and bright hallway, which offers
access to the stairs, an impressive WC with stylish tiling, a laundry
cupboard and a storage cupboard. Off the hallway is an exclusive
designer kitchen with integrated appliances, plus a living area with French
doors leading into the rear garden.

On the first floor is a main bedroom with an ensuite shower room and
contemporary sanitaryware. Also on the first floor is a separate relax
room, meaning there is plenty of space!

You'll find two further double bedrooms, both of which are served by a
family bathroom with full-height tiling and contemporary sanitaryware.

The Highstonehall development is located on the outskirts of Hamilton
which is home to a wide variety of restaurants, bistros and pubs as well as
excellent shopping facilities and sports amenities including golf courses,
swimming baths, gyms and parks. There are several highly regarded
schools as well as the nearby Hamilton College whilst for those
commuting by public transport there are regular bus and train links to the
surrounding towns including East Kilbride, Motherwell, Glasgow and
Edinburgh. The nearby M74 motorway also provides excellent road links.
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We believe these details to be accurate; however, they do not form any part of a contract. Fixtures and fittings are not included unless specified in the enclosed. Photographs are for general
information and it must not be inferred that any item is included for sale with the property. All distances and measurements are approximate. Floorplans may not be to scale and are for

illustration purposes only. 


